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Creases and Folds is a magic realism piece that follows a small family as the three 

members navigate their fraying connections. The story employs magic realism as a tool through 

which the son, Teddy, interacts with, influences, and explores the world around him, framing the 

journey to reconciliation. This thesis project aims to produce a coherent and compelling narrative 

as its centerpiece and evaluate the work’s place in the established genre. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Creases and Folds tracks the making of a novel-in-progress. This project includes 6 

scenes of original content, the theoretical work gathered to formulate its conception, and an 

overview of the works that inspired its production. The work follows a nonlinear timeline and 

explores the fractured dynamics of a three-person family. Teddy, acting as the central pillar of 

magic within the tale, is the child of the family. In the face of his parents’ fighting, he chooses to 

diminish his presence, ensuring that he is not in the way. Nia and Jason, Teddy’s parents, try to 

manage the reoccurring dissonance of their broken relationship for Teddy’s sake. They are 

forced to confront the efficacy of their approach when faced with the knowledge that their feuds 

impacted their son. The current chapters establish a conflict in the present stemming from an 

incident in the past, the tension within the family dynamic, and the presence of magical elements 

within the world. The goal for the completed piece is to illustrate how one of the major conflicts 

present within this familial relationship can be traced back to one incident. In oscillating between 

the disconnection of the present and the inciting incident of the past, the novel seeks to explore 

how these family members navigate the emotions and personal conceptions that divide them. 

Paralleling the interpersonal drama, the son, Teddy, journeys toward self-reflection. By sharing 

his discoveries, he prompts a change in the broken family dynamic, inspiring his parents to 

address the fissures in their relationship in a way that brings about closure rather than reactionary 

escalation. Paper creations with magical attributes are a reoccurring feature in the novel 

following Teddy’s journey. The appearance of such fantastical elements pushes the dramatic 

work from the sphere of realistic fiction and into the genre of magic realism. 

This thesis classifies Creases and Folds as a work of magic realism because of the 

interplay between magical elements and the drama of mundanity present in the story. The 
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boundaries of magic realism as a classification of genre are less defined than others due to its 

historical evolution and varying cultural conceptions. The term “magical realism” itself 

originated in reference to an artistic movement before it was appropriated to literature (Reeds, 

41). Kenneth Reeds, in What Is Magical Realism?: An Explanation of a Literary Style, notes that 

as the term evolved, critics utilizing it attributed various notions to the phrase resulting in 

confusion regarding its definition. The present defining factor of magic realism as a genre is its 

narrative approach to magical elements. Aslı Değirmenci, in “Locating the Supernatural: A 

Comparison of Magical Realism and Fantasy Fiction,” remarks that “magical realism stands 

apart from fantasy novels in its lack of effort to keep magical and/or the supernatural separate 

from the ordinary world we live in as it does not bother to create a different setting –a location 

and time- for magic to happen (Değirmenci, 66).” An important aspect of magical realism is 

keeping the magical grounded in the mundane. The magic of Creases and Folds does such by 

having the magical elements work within a modern city setting without disrupting the 

proceedings of reality. The magic works within, as opposed to separate from, the space of 

realism it occupies. The fantastical elements of the story are restricted to Teddy’s presence and 

perspective which may give the impression of magic being presented in a sequestered sphere. 

The ability of one such magic element to hide Teddy’s presence, and subsequently other magic 

happening being induced by him, may contribute to this impression. However, Teddy employs 

the magic of his paper creations openly and the act of hiding speaks more to his character than 

the state of magic in the world. His purpose is to hide himself rather than the magic he produces. 

Magic stemming from Teddy occurs in the presence of others but the effects simply do not 

register as odd to those who witness it. Maggie Ann Bowers, in Magic(Al) Realism, asserts that 

in works of magic realism “not only must the narrator propose real and magical happenings with 
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the same matter-of-fact manner in a recognizably realistic setting but the magical things must be 

accepted as a part of material reality, whether seen or unseen (Bower, 29).” Creases and Folds 

abides by this principle. Through Teddy and his paper creations magic is present in the world, 

however, these productions that would in other contexts be perceived as odd, generally go 

unacknowledged by people in the story. This leaves magic an element of this reality unique to 

Teddy but compliant with the mundane. Then, in presenting the magical as a niche aspect of the 

ordinary Creases and Folds aligns with the boundaries of magic realism. 

 The creation of Creases and Folds was influenced by two separate works, Sing, 

Unburied, Sing, by Jesmyn Ward, and Mrs. Bridge, by Evan S. Connell Jr. Sing, Unburied, Sing, 

like Creases and Folds, can be classified as magic realism. Ward’s novel follows a family on a 

road trip as it provides an exploration of their figurative and literal ghosts. Kenneth Reeds notes 

that magic realism provides “an application of the neo-fantastic to history in order to inject the 

past with hitherto marginalized voices (Reeds, 238).” Unlike fantasy, which removes the reader 

from the known world, magic realism enhances what already exists in the world, bringing 

attention to the unnoticed or disregarded. Ward’s novel plays into this pattern by employing the 

use of the supernatural to explore a cultural history of racism and its lasting effects. Within this 

journey both the characters and the readers are moved from the mundane world, where the 

fantastical is rationalized away, into the world of the supernatural, where a communion with 

ghosts is met with acceptance. Unlike Sing, Unburied, Sing, my original content does not seek to 

address a larger cultural history and it confirms the presence of the extraordinary at the earliest 

possible moment, as opposed to embarking on a journey towards it. However, both my work and 

Ward’s explore the complexities of interpersonal relationships and use elements of magic to 

dramatize these nuances. Mrs. Bridge, in contrast, influenced the structure rather than the 
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contents of Creases and Folds. Connell’s work presents a series of vignettes centered on the title 

character, Mrs. Bridge. The structure allows for an in-depth character study of the focus 

character and provides significant insight into the characters most prominent in her life. The 

established chapters of my novel-in-progress average around ten pages each and much of the 

completed work will orbit around a few key events explored through the perspective of different 

characters. In doing so, I aim to provide contrasting character studies much like the Connell does 

with his snapshots of life in Mrs. Bridge. Although Creases and Folds has elements of magic, 

the focus remains on the interpersonal dynamics of the three family members which makes 

sufficient explorations of their characters necessary. 

 The first scene of the ongoing work establishes the magic present in the world and 

introduces Teddy and Noelle. In displaying acts of magic from the onset, this scene enables 

readers to gauge the scope of the magic present in the world and provides insight into Teddy’s 

character. This section aims to communicate Teddy’s self-isolating habits through actions such 

as deliberately distancing himself from crowds and employing magic to evade attention. Teddy’s 

encounter with Noelle aims to illustrate the start of Teddy’s emotional journey and introduce the 

first signs of conflict in Teddy’s life. Seeing her genuinely pull herself together rather put up a 

front for the sake of normalcy contradicts the observed patterns of behavior that Teddy has come 

to internalize. Future scenes will endeavor to draw connections between Noelle’s behavior and 

that of Nia and Jason’s interacts as a means of demonstrating the dissonance that Teddy is 

facing.  

 The second scene more firmly introduces Jason as a character and establishes the 

presence of multiple perspectives within the work. The aim of this chapter is to provide insight 

into the family’s dynamic by introducing aspects of their daily routine and habits of 
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socialization. For example, knowing that Jason and Nia take turns sleeping in the master 

bedroom, maintaining a schedule in which one person sleeps in it during the day and the other at 

night, allows readers to make inferences about the state of their relationship. This section also 

aims to provide characterization for the three point characters, Jason, Teddy, and Nia. By getting 

all three characters in the same room, readers can witness some aspects of their dynamic. The 

adult characters use Daphne as a memory marker that references a time when Jason left the 

household with little forewarning. In the final work, then, the goal of introducing Daphne as a 

peripheral character is to demonstrate how Jason and Nia handle conflicts between themselves. 

 The third section veers from the linear trend and works to characterize Nia and Daphne 

by illustrating their previous encounter. The scene references an ongoing point of contention 

between Nia and Jason, Jason’s abrupt departure. The goal of this scene is to depict how Nia 

handled Jason’s disappearance by observing how she handles mundane obligations, such as 

entertaining a guest and looking after her son, in the immediate aftermath of his leave. Within the 

completed work, the scene also aims to illustrate one of the major sources of animosity between 

the married couple from Nia’s perspective. Doing so should provide readers a better 

understanding of their dynamic and an understanding of why the mention of Daphne in the 

earlier section was significant. 

 The fourth section presents the same interaction between Nia and Daphne from Teddy’s 

perspective. The aim of this scene is to demonstrate how some of Teddy’s conceptions of reality 

came to be. For example, by hearing that children are supposed to mend broken relationships 

Teddy is struck by the notion that his actions have some bearing on his parents’ behavior. Within 

the completed work, the goal for this scene is to establish the begins of Teddy’s pattern of 
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behavior. In outlining such, the readers will be provided with a more complete idea of what 

conceptions and beliefs Teddy is reevaluating in the present. 

 The fifth section is a collection of smaller scenes that illustrate early uses of magic in 

Teddy’s life and how he learned to incorporate magic into his coping mechanisms. The aim of 

these scenes is to illustrate how his parents’ relationship affected him and how the presence of 

magic in his life changed the way Teddy interacted with the world around him. In the final work, 

these pieces will be interspersed between longer chapters to contrast Teddy’s current behaviors 

and the conclusions brought on by his revelations. Their goal is to serve as a foil for his progress 

during his emotional journey and his changing home environment.  

 The sixth scene provides a glimpse into the beginnings of reconciliation between Jason 

and Nia. Up to this point, the majority of the novel will focus on Jason’s departure around the 

time of Daphne’s visit as a central point of conflict between the characters. The goal of the scene 

is to demonstrate that the incident was only one aspect, albeit a significant one, of a larger issue. 

The scene is supposed to provide an explanation for their patterns of dissonance and complicate 

their dynamic by revealing the larger history of their relationship. Within the complete work, this 

scene is induced by Teddy gaining the courage to question the negative habits enforced by their 

dynamic. This scene should provide a turning point for Nia and Jason that facilities a journey of 

introspection similar to the one Teddy embarked on. The completed novel will not cover the 

entire of said journey and will instead end on the two making a conscious effort to change as 

they figure out how to move forward. 
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SECTION 1: EPIPHANY 

 Teddy laid a black paper turtle on top of his open notebook, positioning it in the blank 

space beneath his notes. Sitting stark against the white paper, it was as though ink had dripped 

from the ends of every one of his scrawled letters, each fallen droplet coalescing at the edge of 

the page. Teddy ran his hands over his jeans, feeling his palms warm with friction, and thought 

of dark corners and quiet spaces. On his next exhale the tiny paper limbs folded inwards, tucking 

themselves away into the paper shell. The soft notes of crinkling paper etched themselves behind 

his ears, audible even under the restless murmuring of his classmates and the canter of the 

teacher’s voice. 

He slid the paper mound into his lap and closed his books. Unseen and unheard in the 

turtle’s protective shroud Teddy pulled out loose sheets of paper and began to fold. Paper glided 

against paper. With nimble flicks he sharpened creases, new corners sprouting like embers 

sparking off flint and steel. He coaxed life into the paper letting it rise from its lifeless sprawl. He 

instilled it with the power to stand on its own. Running his thumb across the last decisive fold the 

final bell rang, heralding a tidal wave of sound. 

Students who had already tucked away their belongings tromped out the door. Others 

swept their things into their bags. Like dust their voices clouded the air as though the very 

movement of their bodies had disturbed them. Students spilled out into the hallways carrying 

their sounds with them in their bumbling march. 

Teddy propped up the newborn crane and ran his fingers over its smooth wings. He 

flapped them, gently, giving it a feel for the motion. He pulled his hands away and watched it.  
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It sat motionless at first. Just behind its wings Teddy tapped out a steady rhythm. The 

bird’s wings quivered, then shook, then flapped following the guiding pattern of the rhythm. 

With a parting stroke on the head, and a nudge from behind, he let it take flight. It fluttered over 

the heads of his peers, gliding unnoticed on the gusts of unbridled energy they kicked up. 

Muffed by the closed window, he heard the numerous threads of dialogue weave 

themselves into a blanket that flapped in the breeze. Laughter, caught in the updraft, floated 

upward and popped against the glass. Teddy tucked the turtle, still sequestered in its shell, into 

his sweater pocket and cleared his desk. The flow of bodies pouring past the empty classroom 

trickled to a stream and the paper crane emerged outside. It bobbed above throng of students 

occasionally swooping low enough to graze the tops of heads. It dipped once more, wing grazing 

a student’s cheek. Teddy watched as they flinched back and bring a hand to their face. The 

contact and momentary confusion was not enough to break their stride. Unacknowledged the 

paper crane continued on, now rising higher the further it went. Its sharp ascent took it over a 

building and out of sight.  

From his seat in the empty classroom, Teddy wondered if it the crane would continue on 

forever. If not, would someone scoop it up from its final perch or would it remain unnoticed 

indefinitely? He’s supposed it did not matter. They got to fly free. To have their journey. It was 

more than some of the other creations could manage. He gathered his things and meandered 

through the empty halls. 

Snippets of conversation bounced down the hall leaving a trail to the art room. Inside 

students bustled about. In the doorway, he rocked on his toes. The movement from inside made 

the room seem brighter and warmer that the silent, stretching corridor. Today, he decides, it’s 

bearable. Edging around the student talking with the teacher at the front desk, he signs his name 
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on the attendance sheet and slinks to the back of the room. He takes care to avoid the student 

moving down the aisle with a makeshift palette and ensemble of paint colors he gathered from 

the front corner of the room. Some people are seated at the rows of desks talking. Others pick 

through the incomplete projects lying past the rows of tables searching for their crafts. Teddy set 

his school bag down and went to grab his work from one of the shelves. Past the packs of drying 

canvases and banners, sequestered among papier-mâché masks and figures sat a paper castle. 

Shuffling the other projects out of the way he reached into the back and gently pulled it out of its 

confines, careful not to jostle the surrounding works. Getting his arms underneath its cardboard 

base Teddy nestled the building against his chest. He swiped some paper from a supply shelf and 

returned to his seat, dodging around the bustling students. 

The paper castle sat modestly at the center of an expanse of cardboard. Decorative towers 

stood at the buildings four corners stretching just above the peak of the main building’s steepled 

roof. A knight kept watch at the front of the castle, sword held aloft. The paper figure stood as 

tall as the castle itself, ready and able to protect the expanding structure. Teddy had placed it 

there to ensure the project’s safely, and since its inception, it has continuously preserved the 

integrity of the building. The knight ensured that no amount of jostling would damage the 

building, protecting his work when and where he couldn’t.  

Teddy pressed his hands flat against the table, fingers splayed wide. He took a breath and 

exhaled. Then took another and held it. Cold seeped into his fingers and tingling wave of not 

quite pinpricks swept over him from the ground up. In his pocket the turtle unfurled. He could 

feel the brush of its limbs against his skin despite the layers of cloth between them. He could 

hear its crinkling even beneath the burble of voices awash in the room. He shivered just a bit at 

his exposure. With a huff of air out his nose, he bent over his work. 
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He folded paper into long sections, dragging his thumb along the seam. He leaned into it 

as though he wanted to put his whole weight behind the movement. He tore along the pristine 

creases making strips as precisely as scissors would. Nudging the knight aside, Teddy set about 

staging them around the perimeter of the castle to make a layered wall. This would divide the 

central building from the rest of the soon-to-be sprawling castle grounds. He’d leave an opening 

at the front for a gate, of course. Maybe he should position another point of access at the back as 

well. That area is where the gardens will be. It’d make sense to have direct access to it rather 

than having to exit the front gate and walk all the way around.  

The sound of a clearing throat knocked its way through the ambient chatter. Standing 

behind his desk, the art teacher called for attention. 

“The school’s putting on a fall production. Auditions are happening now, but they need 

more then actors to make it spectacular.” He picked up a sheet of paper and waved it in the air. 

“If anyone wants to help make backdrops signup here.” 

Some students drift to the front immediately after the announcement, others resumed 

their work unbothered. Teddy carried on. His hands deftly folding. 

“Teddy,” his teacher calls amongst the resuming chatter. Teddy’s shoulders bunched up 

like crumbled paper. He looked up. 

“Do you want to sign up?” The teacher asked, still waving around the sheet. “You’re very 

good at detail work.” 

His gaze shifted, calling on other students and their eye for color or steady hands, 

inquiring about their participation. Teddy remained frozen. The warm room had become hot. His 

skin prickled with an itching burn as though exposed too long to sunlight. The noise was louder 
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too. The background track of voices swelled loud enough to pound against his temples. Slowly, 

he lowered his forehead onto the table. 

He took a deep breath through his nose and held it for several seconds. He inhaled again. 

The din died down as he exhaled, quieted by the sound of crinkling paper. He stayed for another 

moment basking in the cool cloak of the turtle’s shroud. With stiff limbs he returned the art 

supplies to their proper containers and his project to the back shelf. He shook out his arms before 

shouldering his bag and drifting out the door unimpeded. 

There was still time before he was expected to be home. He could go to the auditorium, 

pass the time watching auditions for the impending play. 

The auditorium was on the first floor of the building. Teddy let his footsteps boom off the 

walls of the empty stairwell, uncaring of who heard. Exiting out into the hallway he reigned in 

his movements. Measured steps carried him towards the side entrance. As he drew near, 

whimpers drowned out the expected silence. He frowned. 

There was a girl huddled near the door leading backstage. Her shoulders shook and 

though she was poised for a huge, heaving sob, no sound rolled from her twisted mouth. Sniffles, 

breathy exhales and timid whines broke the silence between every muted howl. Teddy teetered in 

place. If he back tracked and turned the corner, he’d reach the auditorium’s main entrance. 

Auditions had already begun, and the sparse audience should be too focused on the stage to pay 

his entrance any mind. The students on stage should be likewise preoccupied. He knew that 

anyone who did notice the door open and close, seemingly without anyone entering, would write 

it off anyway. Still, he hesitated. The back-stage entrance was the more discrete option, which 

was always preferred. Caution helped him feel more secure. 
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Teddy watched her curl her arms around her legs and burrow her face into her knees. He 

moved forward. Collapsed in on herself as she was, she’d hardly notice the movement of the 

door. 

A cough unbalanced his measured steps. His shoe squeaked across the floor. The cough 

was loud and chest rattling, making him want to rub at his own sympathy. The sobbing girl 

rubbed vigorously at her eyes, wiping away her tears with her sleeves, taking deep, measured 

breaths all the while. She stood and fished out a tissue from her pocket. Teddy waited, idly 

stroking the paper shell resting in his pocket as she blew harshly into it. She picked up the pieces 

of her shattered composure and tucked them back inside her chest. A semblance of clam 

smoothed over her face despite her red rimmed eyes. When she ambled towards the door, he 

followed and slipped in quietly behind her.  

In the dim lighting backstage, her shoulders squared up and her head rose as she marched 

forward. The echoes of gloom she carried shed from her back and fluttered to the ground like 

loose paper. He ducked into the little stairway leading him off stage as her steady breathing and 

purposeful stride carried her away.  

 Among a smattering of applause Teddy took a seat rows away from the present students 

and staff. The person on stage gave a dramatic bow and sauntered off. A call for the next 

auditionee went up and the crying girl strode into the stoplight. Her voice was as steady and 

strong as her set shoulders. 

 “My name is Noelle Baker and I am auditioning for the lead.” 

 She cleared her throat, opened her mouth and belted out a song. Sweeping arms, twirls, 

and skips accented the performance bringing out the story in the song and concluded with a short 
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curtsy and a smile like a secret. Teddy hadn’t joined the applause that trailed after her. Instead he 

sat wondering where the girl in the hallway had gone. 

 He’d thought about her and the faces she wore. He was familiar with the patchwork 

facsimiles his parents paste on to project an image of ease. What she did was different. It was 

thinner, more flexible than those paper mâché masks of lies. Somehow, she had made it real. The 

veil she put up to get on stage molded to fit her face, and each note she snag shaved it down until 

it disappeared. He’d only ever seen the opposite. Piling layers onto the visor until the thing 

cracked under its own weight and all the emotions it held at bay raged through the cracks.  

 Up on that stage, she seemed fine, and that seemed real.  

Teddy didn’t understand. 

 He knows that stage lights, like other machines, make noise. A low, unobtrusive hum. A 

sound you have to go looking for to notice. A noise you don’t notice until it is gone. Buried by 

the stage proceedings as it was, no one heard it, but Teddy felt it. He must have. It buzzed 

through limbs, following a creeping wave of numbness, and clogged his ears. It grew loud 

enough to drown out the music. Warmth pricked across his skin, heating him like a glowing 

bulb. He tried to blink away the spots drifting across his vison.  

Teddy didn’t understand. 

 The main entrance of the auditorium closed on the vestiges of applause. His time in the 

dark made the hall lights shine brighter, but they didn’t surge up and overwhelm him the way the 

stage lights had. The fluorescent bulbs buzzed, echoing the noise that still rung in his ears. He 

stooped in the middle of the hallway and pulled a strip of paper from his bag. He fiddled with it. 

Teddy folded, turned, and pinched corners until a paper star sat in his hand. He unfolded it, 
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smoothing the creased paper out on the ground, then folded it again. The frantic clawing at the 

back of his mind settled and the world shifted back into focus. Pocketing the star, he trudged to 

the exit, following the channel carved by the earlier flood of students.  

 The warm sun light made him aware of the patches of cold blooming across his skin. The 

crisp autumn air highlighted the itching heat that still latched on to him. Teddy felt unmoored. 

He clambered onto the bus, not bothering to swipe his card, and plopped into the nearest open 

seat. The rumbling of the engine swallowed the buzz in his ears. It’s grumbling sound weighed 

him down, a paper weight grounding his upheaved mind. Still, turbulent winds blew trying to 

send him soaring again. Teddy pulled his paper turtle from his pocket and cradled it in his hands.  

 The tiny pointed limbs were still tucked up in its raised shell. The mass of construction 

paper was starkly black missing the faded, worn patches that should reveal its age. It was darker, 

even, than the paper he had crafted it with. The turtle seemed to suck up shadows, giving form to 

obscurity and using it to shroud him. The depth of comfort it provided gave it decent heft, 

enough to ensure it sat securely wherever he placed it. The thrum of emotions reverberating 

through him slowed, soothed by the construct’s presence.  

 Perched on the edge of his seat he swayed with the movement of the bus. The faceless 

cutouts of the passengers were strewn about like litter. He watched the cycling backdrop of 

cardboard buildings and paper people go through the window. He was tired. The high tide of 

emotion had pulled back to sea level taking with it the energy that had seized at his limbs. He 

stroked a thumb over the smooth, paper shell. He was still untethered. Not enough to send him 

flying, but enough to feel loose limbed. Enough to feel less real, like he was paper too.  
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 He disembarked with firm steps. He planted his feet solidly, each limb acting as a moor. 

He trekked slowly across the block approaching the apartment complex. It stood out from the 

backdrop, looking more solid than the surrounding buildings. He entered, shuffled past the wall 

of mailboxes, and climbed the stairs. Three flights later, he’s crouched in front of the door 

unhooking his keys from an inner strap in his bag. 

 Listening to the gentle clicks of the metal shifting in his hand Teddy remained crouched 

in front of the door. The silence of the hallway rung loudly. It resonated with the dying tones 

lingering in his skull and drew them out. Water was left behind. He tilted his head from side to 

side feeling it slosh about. Debris floated on the disturbed water bumping into each other and 

against the walls of his head. The cracked and splintered pieces of something were remained 

after the storm. The tempest was whipped up by a curious something. Something about the 

performance. He knew what it was and yet he did not. The performance was not so awe inspiring 

that it had rendered thunderstruck. From the little he was able to pay attention to, he knew that 

she was good but not so good as to make one reevaluate their life. So, what was it? 

 The image of her curled up in the hallway quivering in grief bobbed up again to the 

surface. That’s what made it different. It was strange how she could flip between personas so 

easily. And yet it was more than that. What made it more? The sobbing mess and the proud 

performer stood as guiding figures in the fog. They were benchmarks in familiar terrain that was 

too obscure for him to truly recognize. His pulse thumped steadily through the simmer in his 

legs. He stood, rocking the ache out of his feet. The water in his head trickled down to snuff out 

the embers smoldering in his limbs. He inserted the key and entered the apartment. 

  His father wandered out from the kitchen. Standing in the little hallway extending from 

the front door, Teddy watched him. The man’s brow was furrowed slightly following the familiar 
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divots tempered by time. The shadow of a frown was cast across his lips. The loose terrain of 

Teddy’s mind settled. Tremors ceased, halting the motion of the discovery rocking on the 

precipice. The sight of the man’s coiled shoulders and bent head arranged everything neatly back 

in their place. Still undone but arranged in organized patterns.  

 Pointed limbs, softened with time, flutter against his palm like ruffling feathers. The 

turtle’s shroud fell from him like a sigh. He stroked a finger under its paper head. Disgruntlement 

backlit his father’s features until his eye caught on Teddy. Some of the discomposure fell away, 

very briefly replaced by surprise, then again by nothing at all. The rest were swept behind the 

curtain and the lights pointed elsewhere. A smile took center stage, demure. It was quickly 

positioned into something more lively than the serene figure it first struck. He watched the quirk 

of his father’s lips get dragged up higher than the creases by his eyes indicate they should be.  

The settled terrain was recompacted, coming together like crumpled paper. The items 

shaken loose were resecured and balance was restored. Teddy knew this was how it should be. 

This was how it worked. He was relieved, and yet, a confusing buzz clung to him like static. He 

left it be. After greeting his father with a hug he retired to his room. 
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SECTION 2: HABITS 

 Jason had snorted himself awake around two in the afternoon and had to conjure up a 

bullet list of reasons as to why he couldn’t fall back into the abyss of unconsciousness. When he 

exhausted aims of quality, he tacked on every step of his routine and miscellaneous task that 

came to mind. Compose that follow up report. Plan and make tonight’s dinner. Take a shower. 

Change the kitchen sponge. Neither the points of quality or the increased quantity made for 

compelling motivation, but it exercised his mind enough to shrug out of sleep’s grasping hands.  

 Pulling himself upright, Jason slouched over in the couch riding out the remains of his 

sleep daze. His blanket pooled in his lap. He felt warm. A gentle warm heat seemed to buzz off 

his skin. He could feel it bounce against his clothes as it wafted from him. It tickled in a way that 

suggested its capacity to evolve into a skin-prickling warmth. He figured only his attention could 

flip the scales. Just like sunlight, too much of his focus would sear at his skin, elevating the 

curious comfort to a mild irritant. That was okay. He had other things to focus on. 

 He stood from the couch, stretching to dispel the heaviness from his limbs. The blanket 

fell to the floor. He draped it over the seat’s back. His clothes were rumpled with sleep and his 

shirt still had the coffee stain from yesterday. The cup had more than the mouthful he had 

anticipated and the excess went dribbling down his chin. He had tried to rub it out with water but 

its presence, though faint, persisted. He ambled to the bedroom. 

 This was the second time this week he had fallen asleep on the couch. Apparently, it was 

too much to hope that Nia and Teddy’s morning departure would be enough to wake him. His 

sleep schedule was obstinately paving a new course for itself in retaliation for his audacity to 

break the normal routine. The day before last, a rush job was shunted his way eating through the 
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remains of his usual nightly shift and bingeing on the worlds waking hours. He had sat working 

through it as Nia emerged from their bedroom in the twilight of the early morning to prepare for 

the day. He remained glued to his laptop as she sat beside him to sort out her own work projects, 

to-do lists, and other such things. He had been awake and aware if not entirely present as she 

made breakfast and woke Teddy for school. He turned down the offer for food and continued to 

power through. He had only surfaced from his trance well after they had left. He had the 

wherewithal to wash the breakfast dishes and leave a snack for Teddy in the fridge before he 

collapsed onto bed. He had slept on top of the covers with his legs hanging over the edge. He 

stirred only when Nia entered to gather her things for the next day. He had fallen back asleep 

once she left catching another few hours. The work binge had been an exercise in the sort of 

cram session that his entire school career had trained him for. The ensuing crash and its lingering 

effects were just as familiar. 

 The ordeal continued to blanket him in lethargy. Jason grabbed a fresh set of clothes and 

went off to the bathroom to galvanize his commitment to maintaining consciousness. With luck, 

after a few more days of bumbling he’d manage to drag his sleep schedule back down the beaten 

path and feel less like a passenger in his own body. Washed and dressed he went to the kitchen. 

Doing the dishes and having something to eat could only help to keep him awake. He went on to 

occupy himself with chores. 

 The well of energy he managed to procure only sustained him for a couple of hours. 

Dullness settled in hovering about him like smog. He caught himself staring into nothingness, his 

unseeing gaze resettling on a point on the counter between his splayed hands. He sighed. Bottles 

of seasoning and dirty dishes were strewn over to countertop. Jason cleared them away, 

arranging items in the cabinet and moving pans to the sink. He checked to stovetop ensuring it 
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was off. He let his hand hover above it. A mild heat radiated form the burners. It must have been 

a while since he turned them off.  

 “Come on.” He said, shaking himself. He wiped down the counter, scooting the 

aluminum pan holding dinner into a clear space, and set the oven to preheat. The beginnings of a 

headache bloomed behind his temple. He could feel its searching roots tentatively burrowing 

through his grey matter, shyly seeking purchase. He could sleep it off. A nap would do wonders 

for cutting it off before it gained ground. He couldn’t though. Not if he wanted to get his sleep 

schedule in a semblance of order. He rattled around in the cupboard for pain pills instead.   

 Jason downed a pill and chugged the rest of the water. He had to find some way to 

occupy his mind. If played it right he’d be able to last through his usual night shift and get the 

bed once Nia got up in the morning. The sooner he could manage it the better. He refilled the 

glass and shuffled into the living room. Getting an early start on his work would give him some 

way to direct his attention. 

Teddy stood near the doorway. The brewing apathy toward maintaining wakefulness that 

Jason was holding at bay reared back. He thought he had a few more hours before Teddy got 

home from after school activities. Cold scratched at his innards as it slid into the pit of his 

stomach. He managed a smile. 

“Hey, kiddo.” He greeted as Teddy came forward for a hug. Jason passed a hand over his 

son’s head as Teddy made his way further into the apartment. Standing alone in the living room, 

he exhaled sharply through his nose. The thick syrup of resignation dribbled onto his shoulders. 

They drooped under the weight. In a way, losing time expeditated his goal of staying awake until 

morning but it wasn’t a herald of productivity. Disappointment coated the back of his tongue as 
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he trudged back over to the couch. He sat, chugging half the glass before exchanging it for the 

laptop on the coffee table. 

Work required his focus. The demand for his concentration would drive hooks into his 

attention and yank it from the swamp of melancholic detachment that it was sinking into. Getting 

started now, while there was still daylight, could help keep him afloat as night descended. Should 

alertness continue wriggling from his grasp, he could stare blankly into the night until it was his 

turn to take the room. Sleep, especially sleep on schedule, would set him right. Jason got to 

work. 

 A ding sounded from the kitchen. Jason, closed his laptop, teetering on the edge of 

satisfaction. He’d managed to crawl steadily through various miscellaneous tasks. There was 

hope yet for him to regain his bearings and drag himself away from the encroaching slump. 

Jason meandered into the kitchen and slid tonight’s dinner into the warm oven. He rolled his 

shoulders and stretched his arms above his head, rising up on his toes.  

 Teddy should be settled in and ready for a snack. He plundered the fridge for a bounty of 

fruit and the pantry offered muffins for the cause. He washed and sliced the chosen apple before 

setting it aside. The muffin he placed in the microwave. Teddy and Nia preferred them warm. It 

beeped as he pressed the button and sounded again as he pressed another, cancelling the process. 

Jason read the time, ensuring that the numbers registering after his passing glance hadn’t been a 

mistake. Afterschool activities should only be letting out now. Teddy had come home early.  

Jason drifted over to Teddy’s room and knocked on the open door. His son lay sprawled 

on a blanket doing homework on the floor. He leaned his head against the doorframe, resisting 

the siren call to sprawl out himself. 
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“Hey, kiddo. Go wash up then come have a snack.” 

Assenting, Teddy climbed to his feet and wandered past him. Jason remained, listing ever 

so slightly more without an audience. He looked to the repurposed tomato sauce jar sitting on top 

of the little bookshelf in Teddy’s room. It was half full of small stars folded from paper scraps. 

They were all of different size and color. Coating the bottom were the lumpier and more 

misshapen stars of Teddy’s early exploits. They resembled little bits of balled up paper more so 

than stars but he kept them anyway. The odd knots of paper were his first attempts at origami. 

For the most part, the rest of the stars were deftly crafted. Jason padded over to the jar. Its 

contents seemed unchanged. Jason didn’t think any new stars had been added recently.  

Star folding gave Teddy something to do in moments of restlessness. It helped the boy 

decompress. The simple folding process provided Teddy with a way to redirect feelings that 

overwhelmed him. Strips of paper made themselves at home in his bedroom, his backpack, and 

on the television stand to ensure Teddy always had access to scraps for star folding. It helped to 

ground him. Mixed in here and there with the more defined stars were malformed pieces 

reminiscent of his early exploits. Those stars were made on bad days. Days when Teddy’s hands 

had been too shaky to fold with precision. Days when tears made the paper to malleable to hold 

the desired shape.  

Jason returned to the kitchen. Teddy sat with his legs folded up into the chair, munching 

on the apple.   

 “How was school today?” Jason asked. “You came home a little earlier than usual.” 

Teddy liked the art club. It gave him the space and supplies to make more things. If he 

was going to come home early, he would do it when classes let out and he always let Jason know 
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about the change in schedule beforehand. Something must have made him leave. Teddy hadn’t 

looked particularly upset when he first arrived, though. Then again, folding stars was supposed 

to calm him down.  

Teddy wobbled his head a bit. Eyes trialing upward and head tilting as he thought. His 

lips pursed. Shrugging he went for another slice of fruit. Jason felt himself frown.  

“Hey,” he called softly, relaxing his expression to match. “Are you okay? Did you make 

a lot of stars today?” 

 A groove furrowed between his brows and Teddy wrinkled his nose. He claimed he only 

made one. 

 “Okay,” Jason said. “Is that why you came home early? Are you feeling better?” The boy 

nodded, biting into the slice in his hand. If one star did the trick, whatever was bothering Teddy 

must have been something minor. Maybe he had been particularly restless today and needed the 

space that leaving would grant him. 

  “Okay,” Jason repeated. “Let me know if you’re feeling upset, alright, Teddy Bear?” He 

leaned over and kissed the child’s temple. He turned to start up the microwave again. 

“Spoon?” Jason asked, setting the muffin on the table. He had caught the responding nod 

from the corner of his eye having already turned to the cutlery drawer. “Here ya go.” 

Teddy started in on the muffin and Jason fetched one for himself. He scarfed down his 

portion, cramming it into his mouth. With bulging cheeks he pulled his giggling son in for a 

quick hug then departed for the living room.  
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The steady rhythm of his jaw spurred his mind. The internal metronome helped him to 

tick along, pacing through the more detailed and complex tasks of that he had avoided earlier. 

The revelation that he hadn’t lost as much time as he thought was comforting. At times 

everything was just a little too much and his capacity to process anything was burned out by the 

effort to interact with his surroundings. The threat of falling into such a slump remained, but it 

wasn’t as near as he anticipated. Powering through and realigning his sleep schedule would go a 

long way towards clearing that pitfall. Movement in his periphery destabilized the tempo of his 

productive musings. The sound of foot falls registered belatedly.  

Teddy, school bag in hand, made himself comfortable at the coffee table. He laid out his 

books and scooted closer, legs crossed as they were pulled up at the furniture. Jason grinned. 

“There’s more space at the kitchen table,” Jason said. Teddy hummed. 

It was a familiar scene of parallel play. Teddy liked visiting their local library. When he 

was younger Jason often took him out to visit during the work week. He’d bring along his work 

bag and set himself up at a table. Teddy would pick out books to read beside him or, after 

picking up his fixation on paper crafts, work on constructing something new. As he grew older, 

homework made more frequent appearances during those trips. Such outings were less frequent 

now. Teddy never asked for them. He supposed Teddy was old enough to go on his own. Or 

perhaps afterschool activities have drawn more of his focus. Still, there was a comfortable 

familiarity about their tandem undertakings. It provided an odd sort of lull as soothing as white 

noise made into a feeling. 

“Alright then,” Jason said. 
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Heels clicked through the doorway. Straight backed, blanked face, and eyes fixed 

forward, Nia passed silently, heading for the master bedroom. The fatigue that had settled, 

dulling like an ache, flared up again. Teddy may have been fine but she was not and the very 

thought made him tired.  

His lapse left him sinking back into his apathetic stupor but, only thigh deep, he managed 

to tramp along. Jason paced on, more despondent and yet more determined, shifting to complete 

the more menial aspects of work. Routine configurations that his hands could do with limited 

oversight from his mind. The ground he gained quickly crumbled under him. He was tired. He 

couldn’t focus. Jason pressed on.  

He continued sinking further. There weren’t any new or unique challenges, but he 

couldn’t quite remember what he was supposed to be doing. His train of thought, sparse as it felt, 

had derailed. It was like he was back in school zoning out when he was supposed to be reading 

his textbook. Reading the same page over and over trying to absorb its contents but managing to 

miss just enough every cycle that the point of it all continued to allude him. The white noise of 

the waking world climbed steadily to a disruptive buzz. His vision was blurred. He didn’t know 

how long it had been that way. 

Jason closed the laptop and plopped his head into his hands. He breathed out harshly, 

feeling the exhaled air buffet back against his face. Silence whispered against his skin. His heart 

beat steadily and his lungs marched along. They did not have an analog clock, but he could 

almost hear one ticking. He was tired. He could sit here for hours. He wanted to, mostly. It 

would be so much easier than dealing with his work or his wife, Nia. He could just stay here. She 

didn’t need him to pull dinner out. She could eat with Teddy and leave him here in peace. He 

could slump over on the couch and sleep right now.  
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A ring of water gathered at the bottom of the half empty glass sitting on the coffee table. 

Through his fingers, Jason watched plump droplets race down the side of the glass to expand the 

pool below. He moved the computer from his lap and went to check the oven. 

He heard Nia greet Teddy in the living room. Silently he moved clean pots and pans into 

the sink and prepared to wash them as they talked. He turned on the water when he heard her 

approach. He said nothing as she stood behind him waiting for his attention. She was probably 

leaning against the table with her arms crossed, staring at his back. She did it often, waiting for 

acknowledgement before speaking. Making sure she had your attention. 

“Jason,” she called. He hummed, back remaining to her. They stood in silence. 

“Okay,” she said. “Okay,” she repeated before her footsteps carried her out. 

Jason made himself busy in the kitchen. He finished up dinner, dried wet dishes, set the 

table, wiped down the counter, and bustled about in every manner he could. He found things to 

do and when he couldn’t find any more, he called Teddy. 

“Dinner’s ready. Let your mom know while I fix your plate.” 

He hoped dinner would be a quiet affair. It almost had been. 

 “I got a call from Daphne today,” Nia said mildly. Her eyes remained fixed on her plate.  

 His stomach didn’t roll but there was something like a twitch, a spasm that would have 

been more fitting for his face, that shot through his gut. His body seemed to get the message 

before his brain did because it was only after that did he really hear the words she said. He 

worked his jaw.  
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“Why’s that?” Jason asked. With any luck she’d only called to regale whatever audience 

she could capture with tales of her grand adventures. Nia would tell him about it and they could 

gripe about Daphne’s need for praise and envy. It would be just like their college days.  

“She said she’d be in the neighborhood and wanted to drop by. To say hi.” 

Nia continued to resolutely focus on the task of eating as she spoke. Despite her 

dismissive expression, the air of off handedness, her eyes remained fixed downward. He 

wondered if that’s where Teddy got it from. Wondered if that was why he so often ate with head 

just shy of bowing. Teddy was doing it even now. 

“And when was she planning on doing this?” He asked. 

“I don’t know,” Nia shrugged. “You know how she is. Spontaneous. Hard to pin down.” 

She raised a brow. A gesture aimed at her plate but meant for him. A fierce and sudden 

gust of anger ripped through him. The harsh winds left frustration in their wake the way 

numbness settles in the limb around a struck funny bone. If she was going to ridicule him, she 

could at least use that same audacity to look at him. He gave up on any pretense and leaned back 

fully in his seat. 

“Does it matter when she shows?” Nia asked. 

“It does if we’re expected to accommodate her,” Jason said. 

“We? Oh, I’m sure we won’t have to do much.” She propped her arm up on the table and 

held her chin in her palm. She finally met his gaze. In some way it made him feel better but 

ultimately it did little, if anything, to quell his discontent. “We’ve had her over here before, after 

all.” 
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“Really?” He asked, almost sneering. 

 “What?” She said, shrugging a shoulder. “It’s true, isn’t it.” 

 He shook his hand open, letting his fork clang against the plate as it fell from his grip. 

 “Hey” Nia snapped. Her narrowed eyes darted over to Teddy and back. “Mind your 

manners.” 

 “Right,” he said getting up. Muscles bunched like a compressed spring he collected his 

dishes. She knew this couldn’t have gone any other way and he hated her for it. Hated that she’d 

set him up for failure like this, riling him up then smacking him down. The cups and cutlery went 

into the sink and his plate, now covered, went into the fridge. Jason left the kitchen without a 

word. 
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SECTION 3: COMPANY 

Placing a cup of tea in front of her guest, Nia let a pleasant smile curl across her face. At 

the table Daphne clutched at the silky robe she wore. She pulled it taunt across her body, arms 

crossed in a facsimile of an embrace. Coupled with the way she leaned in the chair, seemingly 

prepped to swoon against the table at any moment, reminded Nia of an old timey movie actress. 

“So,” Nia asked, sinking into her own chair, “what brings you here.” 

“Oh? Did I not say? Sorry, I suppose I was distracted by all the excitement.” Daphne 

flicked her fingers. The colors shining on her manicured nails provided fireworks to punctuate 

her words. Daphne tells everyone who’ll listen, and even those that won’t, about just how 

glamourous her life is. Her cousin routinely manages to secure invitations to all manner of 

activities. She was apparently skilled in flattery and schmoozing. Nia had never seen her in 

action and was certain that some of Daphne’s tales were embellished, but she landed all these 

trips somehow. 

“I’m going to see a show on Broadway. It’s the up and coming musical that everyone’s 

been raving about.” She leaned forward, curling her hands around the teacup. Smug satisfaction 

backlit the curve of her posture. 

“It was all very last minute,” she continued. “But a friend of mine offered up a ticket. I 

was only waiting for my tour of the West Indies to roll around, so I thought this would be a fun 

way to pass the time.” 

“I thought you were going to some upscale ski lodge?” Nia said, quirking an eyebrow. 

With luck, her face was set in a way that looked at least mildly curious. She used her own cup to 
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shield her mouth. It wouldn’t do to have the other woman catch her smiling. It was perhaps a 

little mean spirited to find amusement in her blunders and failed plans, but it was hard to feel 

guilty about it when Daphne consistently flaunted her good fortune in a quest for envy and 

praise. 

The makings of a scowl tore at the self-satisfied mantle draped over Daphne. Nia didn’t 

know much about Daphne’s friends, but she knew her cousin wasn’t nearly as important to them 

as her stories made her seem. Nia wondered if she ever got tired of it. Tired of putting on airs. 

Tired of catering to the egos of others waiting to be granted a boon. For all that she got invited to 

exciting parties and luxurious resorts, she was never a central figure. She latched onto someone 

who knew someone, who knew someone, who knew someone else to seek thrills. She played the 

groupie’s groupie, just another body to fill the entourage.  

“Those plans fell through, but I always find a way to keep busy,” Daphne said. She 

managed to puff up again, perhaps proud of her ability to secure favor. It was, admittedly, 

impressive in its own way. Relying on the favors and good will of others to accomplish all she 

had, Daphne was most certainly required to expertly utilize charm and cunning. Nia wondered 

what she was like in her element. She had only ever seen the unlikeable, braggart persona of her 

cousin. A change would be nice and surely less exhausting.  

“And you?” Daphne asked. “What keeps you busy these days?” 

“Nothing quite so interesting.” Nia said. Her smile, she was sure, had turned just shy of 

bland. They both knew that no one in the family got up to the things Daphne did. For someone so 

confident in herself Daphne had an odd desire to bask in her relative importance. Usually, just 

talking about her travels is enough to sate her. Maybe the lost invitation to the ski lodge got to 
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her. Daphne never cancels since her adventures are never made on her own terms. The change of 

plans might have reminded her that she wasn’t as important as she felt. It made Daphne’s regular 

quests for attention make sense to some degree. Nia supposed that showing off her experiences 

to those who had never travelled like she had made her something more, someone more, than the 

face in the fawning crowd that she usually was.   

“Just work and Teddy really,” Nia continued. She glanced over at the blanket fort set up 

in the living room. It was still quiet, and she didn’t see any signs of movement. Teddy was still 

sleeping, then. It had been a little tricky crawling out from the tent without disturbing him, but 

she managed it. His being tired from staying up all night probably helped. Teddy was easy to 

manage, but she was glad she didn’t have to worry about him while dealing with Daphne. 

“And the husband?” Her cousin asked. 

“He’s a grown man, I don’t have to look after him.” Nia kept her eyes on the linen. 

“Where is he anyway?” She asked, cloying. “Haven’t seen him in a while.” 

“He went on a trip himself.” She tapped her nails, short and unpainted, against her mug. 

“I suppose you’re of the same mind.” 

“Oh? He’s gotten a taste for adventure then,” Daphne said. She threw a leg over the side 

of her chair and leaned forward onto the table. “But he left the family at home?” 

“It’s a short trip that he planned ages ago.” She hadn’t found out about it until a few days 

before Daphne’s arrival. She’d told him about the impromptu visit so they could work out who 

would drive to the airport and who would watch Teddy. He claimed he couldn’t do either. Two 

months ago, a friend had called and invited him out. She had to wonder if he planned on saying 
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anything at all. Would she have just woken up one day to a note telling her he’d be back 

eventually. “He’s just catching up with some friends.”  
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SECTION 4: RESPONSIBILITY 

Teddy laid there, body sunken into a nest of pillows, and stretched out a leg. His heel 

dragged across the blankets carpeting the floor, his pant leg bunching up as it went. A stuffed 

bear laid in the crook of his arm. He carded his fingers through its coarse fur. The blankets tented 

over him sifted the sunlight, softening it for his sleep-caked eyes. He rubbed at them, picking 

crumbs from their corners. His mother and her cousin, Daphne, lounged in the kitchen, their 

voices ambling over and around him. 

Daphne had come to visit arriving on a flight delayed until the early morning hours. 

Teddy had sat by his mother’s feet as she watched television, waiting for news of Daphne’s 

arrival. She had tried to shoo him off to bed but he didn’t leave. She had promised to take him 

with her. He had held onto that promise. It propped up his consciousness the same way leaning 

against her legs had kept him upright. He pawed through his books, eyelids heavy, waiting with 

her. Daphne’s voice seeped through the linen fort. She asked after his father. His mother sighed. 

Teddy’s father had been gone for a few days. A few days before cousin Daphne arrived, 

he heard his parents talk about it. For a while before then, they hadn’t been speaking very much. 

They looked through and worked around each other, mindful of a collision. It made the house 

and the world outside seem so much louder, but Teddy preferred it to sharp laughter and bitten 

off shouts. Sitting against the bookcase in his room, their words had broken the silence of the 

house and seemed to reverberate through the walls. His mother mentioned Daphne’s arrival. She 

had said her cousin decided to drop by on her way elsewhere. His father said that he wouldn’t be 

around for the visit. He already had plans to be elsewhere himself. They might have started 

shouting, tearing out of their silent trenches ready for another round, if the ringing of a cellphone 

hadn’t blitzed through the tension. The house remained quiet until his father left. 
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Daphne cleared her throat, stirring her tea. Every tinkling note of metal against ceramic 

prodded the dozing child back toward the waking world. 

“Did I scare him off?” She asked. 

“No,” Nia said. “He made plans to spend a couple weeks with some friends.” 

He had left the day before yesterday. He couldn’t coax Teddy to bed with promises of 

stories or play games until his son conceded to slumber. He couldn’t take up the task of getting 

Daphne, leaving Teddy in his mother’s care. He didn’t help push the coffee table against the wall 

and drag chairs in from the kitchen. He didn’t help throw linens across the furniture and pull 

them taunt. He didn’t see Teddy march back and forth through the house bearing pillows. He 

didn’t see him meticulously gather them inside the tent, scattering some and arranging others 

into mounds. He wasn’t there to help build the blanket fort. 

If Teddy had fallen asleep, his mother would have left him at home. Maybe he wouldn’t 

have noticed. If he had fallen asleep, he might have awoken to sunlight streaming through his 

bedroom window, the wafting smell of syrup, and idle chatter. But maybe he wouldn’t have. 

Instead he might have awoken to nothing with only the buildings ambient city sounds and late- 

night traffic filling the dark, empty space. 

“I guess marriage really does ruin a relationship. You two were much better off before 

you tied the knot.” 

“Last I checked you were one of the people telling us to get married.” 
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“Oh, everyone figured you would do that already!” Laughter puffed out of her like warm 

breath in chilled air. “You already know I’d never get married. I just thought you should live it 

up if it was already in the cards.” 

Daphne hummed. “For a while there it seemed like Teddy was going to fix everything,” 

she said. 

“Daphne.” The name fell from his mother’s lips like a lump of wet paper. It sounded like 

there was a sigh tucked up in her chest, but it never came loose. 

“What?” Daphne asked, breezily. “Plenty of couples have kids to fix their relationship, no 

shame in it. It must work for some. Guess you just didn’t luck out, huh?” 

“Where are you stopping off this time?” Mother asked, sounding the way she did 

sometimes after coming home late from work. 

When his parents fought Teddy made sure to be elsewhere. He’d go to his room and keep 

himself busy until they called for him. If they started getting loud, he would crawl into his closet 

and wait out the storm. The hanging clothes muffled noise. Sitting in it pulled him far away from 

the sharp crescendos of discord that pop up now and again. When they broke out their paper-thin 

masks, decorated with bland smiles to cover their scowls, Teddy stood on the fringes waiting to 

see whether or not the peace would tear under the tension. Maybe he wasn’t supposed to. Maybe 

he was supposed to make sure that fragile peace stayed taped together.  

He didn’t know how to do that. 

Cousin Daphne’s chittering voice crackled across his skin as she prattled on about the 

details of her trip. His mother could only able to interject with an affirming grunt or agreeing 
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phrase between pauses for breath. He rolled onto his side, curling in on himself and burrowing 

his face into the stuffed bear’s head. Its fur tickled his nostrils. His nose prickled, welling with an 

itching heat, but he did not sneeze.  
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SECTION 5: MAGIC 

Teddy swept up the paper turtle that sat on top of his bookcase and sat in front of its 

shelves. Cradling the paper creature in one hand, he pulled down a book and a new pack of 

construction paper, plopping them into his lap. He traced looping patterns into the plastic casing, 

listening to its soft crinkling as he watched the black turtle. By his third breath, it moved. Tiny 

limbs folded inwards disappearing into a paper shell. Teddy stroked the dark mass and stood. 

He padded into the dark living room on the balls of his feet, trailing after the sound of 

voices and the scent of popcorn. He skirted around the sofa and knelt on the floor beside the 

coffee table facing his parents’ bedroom. From the open door their voices drifted out, still low 

enough to ignore. He set the book on the table, quietly nudging the remote closer to the empty 

bowl sitting at its center and flipped it to a random page. The glow from the muted television 

illuminated the pages just enough for him to see. The smell of new paper cut through the butter 

scent still lingering in the air as Teddy carefully opened the package. He quietly pulled out a 

colored sheet and scooted closer to the table, mindful of the turtle on the floor beside him. 

Following the directions in the book, he folded. 

The quiet did not last. The odd drawled word and dry, barking laugh that punctuated the 

adults’ conversational tones stretched and twisted into half shouts and hissed words. Still, he 

folded, slowly and carefully making a new creature. They weren’t quite fighting yet. He’s seen 

them come back down from an incident like this just as quickly as they were set off. And so, he 

sat, waiting, folding. He carefully completed two new figures. 

 They only got louder, tones harsher. The scales had tipped. 
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Teddy listened to them bicker, frowning at the meager beginnings of his third attempt. He 

stuffed it into the book, marking the page, and stacked up his items. The child slunk back to his 

room, the noise his parents made drifting after him. He slid the two paper cranes he had made 

onto the top of his bookcase and slotted the book and construction paper into its shelves. Their 

voices beat against the wall separating his room from theirs. They never quite yelled, at least 

they hadn’t in a long time, but it was loud enough. A ghost of a frown tugged at his lips. Paper 

shell still in hand, he crept back out into the hallway. 

The open door of his parents’ bedroom spilled light into the corridor and quietly he poked 

his head inside. His father stood leaning against the wall near the window, arms and ankles 

crossed. His mother was perched on the edge of the bed, gesticulating with one arm and leaning 

her weight against the other. Casual poses rendered stiff and sharp toothed by barbed words and 

grating tones. The child wiggled through the doorway, careful not to widen the gap as he slipped 

inside. Neither adult turned to him. 

On the nightstand framed by the snarling couple sat his father’s tablet, the headphones 

still plugged into it, where he left it yesterday afternoon. Clutching the turtle to his chest, Teddy 

crept forward. He edged towards the scowling, snapping pair, ducking under the archway of 

accusing gestures and other jerky movements. He draped the headphones over his shoulder and 

tucked the tablet under his arms. Weaving through the knife sharp words volleyed back and forth 

the boy padded silently back to his room. 

From the safety of his blankets Teddy plugged his ears letting new sights and sounds 

drown out the world around him. His turtle sat by his bedside, paper limbs extending from its 

black shell. 
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Teddy had made the turtle at the public library, origami being the Crafting Corner 

activity for that month. He had folded it carefully, diligently following the instructions and 

advice given by the staff members and volunteers leading the session. Its head wasn’t folded 

quite right and its back-right leg was shorter than the rest, but it was his, and he made it with 

care. The boy had placed it on top of his bookcase as soon as he had made it home, the place 

where all new crafts got displayed. The pipe-cleaner pencil decorations that had sat there were 

cleared away, stored in the top draw of his dresser were socks and old crafts went. He would 

carry around his new creations for a while, at least a week, a month if he really liked them, then 

make room for the next one. 

The turtle was different. 

 

The day after he brought it home, he woke to the sound of glass shattering. He waited, 

curled under a swath of blankets, and listened. The ambient sounds of city traffic and the soft 

rustling of his curtain were the only things he could hear. Wispy tendrils of early morning light 

fluttered through the gap in the curtains, drawing a soft, glowing strip across his room. A slight 

breeze made the sliver thin and widen. 

The door opened softly and his mother’s head poked inside. He blinked up at her, still 

cocooned in his blankets. She sighed through her nose at the sight of him but smiled, teeth 

poking out from between her upturned lips. 

“Hey, Teddy Bear,” she cooed, padding towards him. She stooped at his bedside and 

kissed his forehead. “What’s got you up so early?” 
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Her smile had straightened out along with the rest of her face. She flattened out. The 

crinkles around her eyes smoothed out. Her teeth disappeared behind a closed mouth smile. 

Teddy fidgeted with his blanket and tried not to frown. He shrugged. 

“Okay,” she whispered a moment later, then stood. “Let’s get you some food.” She 

tugged at the blankets, helping him untangle himself. Goosebumps rose on his skin as he slipped 

out from his cocoon and the cold floor had frozen his toes by the time he made it to the dresser 

across the room. He donned his clothes listening as his mother huffed and grunted straining to 

close his stuck window. From his bookshelf, he scooped up the little black turtle he had made, 

stowing it in his sweater pocket, and cradled the new backpack he had gotten for the approaching 

school year. 

“School’s not in session yet,” his mother chimed. 

He turned to her and held it up gesturing to the many pockets it had. 

“A compelling argument,” she said, eye crinkling, fullness returning to her features as he 

slipped the bag onto his back. She wrapped an arm around his shoulders, pulling him against her 

side, and herded him down the little hallway that gave way to the rest of the apartment. In the 

kitchen, his father was on the floor wiping up orange juice. As they neared his mother called out 

to him. 

“Look who’s awake.” 

The man stilled but didn’t respond. He lifted the soaked paper towel and brought them to 

the trash before turning around. 
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“Hey, tiny. You’re up early.” Despite his quirked lips his face was flat, stretched out in 

another quiet lie. 

The child let his own face stretch into a smile and stuck his hands into his sweater pocket 

to fidgeted with the paper turtle. His gaze didn’t linger on his father’s face for long, drifting to 

the traces of the orange puddle instead. 

“He was startled awake,” his mother said patting his head. Her voice was a little higher 

than before. “Daddy knocked over a glass.” 

“Yeah, it’s all my fault isn’t it?” He grabbed some more paper towel and returned to the 

mess. 

There was silence then. His mother stood by his side with a hand resting in his curls. His 

father wiped up the rest of the mess and the drip trial that led to the trash. Teddy held himself 

still and tried not to breathe too loudly. His parents were not fighting yet. There was no shouting 

or curled lips and bared teeth, and if he was careful it might stay that way. 

“How do scrambled eggs sound?” His father asked. “I’m sure you’re hungry.” His 

mother watched him pull a pan out of the cupboard before smoothing a hand down the back of 

Teddy’s  head. 

“Go on and brush your teeth,” she said, taking the bag from him. “I’ll put this in the 

kitchen for you.” 

He watched her stride into the kitchen, keeping herself on the side of the room opposite 

his father, then padded away on silent, socked feet. 
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When he returned his dad crouched down to hug him then lifted him onto the chair that 

had his schoolbag hanging off the back. A plate of eggs and a cup of apple juice was set before 

him. The cup was covered in dinosaurs and made of hard plastic that wouldn’t break if he 

knocked it over. Still, he was careful not to spill anything. He didn’t want to give them a reason 

to be angry. 

“We’ll go to the library when you’re done, alright?” His father said before joining his 

mother in the living room. 

Neither parent had returned by the time he finished his breakfast. Teddy placed the little 

turtle by his plate and stroked its paper shell. The murmured words of their conversation flitted 

past his ears, a low note at the edge of his hearing buzzing like that one light in the library 

bathroom. His father’s spine was straight, buttressed by tension, and his mother’s lips were 

painted in a scowl below her wrinkled nose. They weren’t happy, but they weren’t shouting and 

that was good enough for him. The boy stared at his plate, watching the light glide across it as he 

swayed from side to side, waiting. He swung his legs, creating a steady rhythm. Still waiting he 

pulled his school bag into his lap, fiddling with zippers, adding another layer to his symphony. 

Thump. Zip. 

Thump. Zip. 

Thump. Zip. 

He watched and waited. Squirmed and fidgeted. They were close but too absorbed in 

their agitation to notice him. He swept the turtle into his empty bag and slid off the chair. 
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Head ducked and shoulders pulled up to his ears, Teddy hugged the wall slipping past 

them and out of the rom. His mother, still snapping and glowering at his father, stood facing the 

kitchen but her gaze never strayed to him as he slipped through the open space. In his room, 

Teddy dropped to his knees in front of the bookcase and snatched up his favorite book. He fished 

the little turtle out of his bag before dropping the book inside. Sitting in his palm, the animal did 

not feel the same. Unfurling his fingers, he found that it did not look the same either. 

The pointy paper head, thin paper tail, and the four paper legs were gone. Something like 

a whine swept up the back of his throat and drifted through his lips like smoke. He didn’t know 

how to fix it, how to restore the piece he had been so proud off. He did not have to. Paper 

brushed against his palm like blades of grass tickling his skin. The boy splayed his fingers wide 

and watched as tiny paper limbs extended from the little paper shell. The limbs, crumpled by 

their departure, uncoiled, tiny petals loosening from their buds. The furrows and wrinkles 

straightened out into nonexistence. The little black turtle emerged from its hiding place. 

He stared at the dull mass of paper sitting in his palm. He poked at it, turning the creature 

every which way to inspect all its creases, but the turtle remained inanimate. The boy ran his 

thumbs delicately across the paper legs and lightly stroked the paper head. It was the same 

smooth, black construction paper it always had been. Gently, he placed it into one of his bag’s 

many pockets. He sat there, kneeling on the floor with a hand hovering over the pouch, then 

leaned over it, gently pulling the lip open. The paper turtle that sat inside remained the same. As 

quietly as he could, he zipped the pocket shut. 

Teddy slunk back towards the living room. There he found only his father who looked up 

immediately at his approach. He looked from his son and the direction Teddy had come from, to 
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the kitchen and back again. A little crease grew between his eyebrows and within a few blinks, it 

was gone. 

“Ready to go?” 

 

The turtle was different from anything else Teddy had ever made. Like all the others it 

had been fun to make, and he had toted it around with pride. He hadn’t latched onto any of his 

other creations quite so fiercely though. They had never sheltered him the way he sheltered them. 

 

The sound of a mug shattering against tile crashed through the simmering duet of clipped 

tones and stinging barbs like thunder heralding rainfall. There was a breath of stillness. Teddy 

knew he should run, hide behind the couch or dive into the unlit bathroom. Maybe he could even 

get away with ducking into a corner in the next room and letting the shadows of the dark 

apartment hide him. He didn’t move. The boy stood there looking at the ceramic strewn across 

the floor, an itching, burning sensation building behind his eyes, wishing he had pushed the mug 

further back on the counter. 

“For fuck’s sake!” A voice shouts from his parents’ room. The silent second had passed. 

The two of them would make it here to the kitchen. They were already mad at each other; he 

didn’t want their ire directed at him. 

It had always bothered him to see them this way, twisted faces and sharp movements, but 

it is how they often were. It was better to stay out of the way. If he did, they could work it out. At 

the very least, if he wasn’t present, those twisted faces wouldn’t turn his way. 
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Running out of the room now was a guaranteed way to get caught. The bickering pair 

were around the corner and, choking on the itching burn that had made its way to his throat, 

Teddy dived towards the table. He tried to wiggle himself quietly between the chair legs, but as 

small as he was, he was too big to fit. If he moved much more, they would hear the chairs scrape 

across the floor. The boy curled around a chair leg and blinked back tears. The light switched on. 

“Of course,” his father said, barking a laugh. “Stocked the cabinets so full of meal 

planning containers that you couldn’t fit the mugs up top, could you?” 

The child pulled himself right side up and sagged his weight against the wooden leg. His 

eyes stayed fixed on the scattered shards. His father came around and nudged at the pieces with 

his shoe. 

“Oh, don’t make this about me. You were with me the last time I was here, and I wasn’t 

the one rooting around in the cupboards,” his mother said from across the small kitchen. “And I 

have to be prepared for the next time you decided to just up and leave. I’m a busy woman. I’d 

have to find some way to have meals ready for Teddy despite work.” 

“Would you just give it a rest?” he said. “All you’re trying to do now is make me walk 

out.” 

They continued volume once again rising. Teddy stared up at the two, but their eyes 

never turned to him. He rubbed his sleeve across his eyes but held back the cough in his chest. 

He watched them and waited. They carried on none the wiser. The boy slipped a hand into the 

shirt pocket of his pajamas and pulled out the little paper turtle. Again, it had hidden away, paper 

limbs disappearing into its shell. He put it back. Teddy crawled around the table, carefully 

picking his way across the ground in case any smaller shards had travelled far enough to reach 
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him. He crawled through the opening that gave way to the living room and around the corner. He 

stood, hand resting over his pocket, and looked back inside. His parents had not so much as 

turned in his direction. They hadn’t seen him at all. 
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SECTION 6: REFLECTION 

 Jason sat in the armchair, legs tossed over one side and head leaning over the other. Nia 

stretched out on the sofa, one arm tucked under her chest and the other hanging off the side. 

Faced pressed against the arm of the couch, Nia peered downward at the tumbler in her hand. 

She moved it in slow circles, feeling the vibration of the glass gliding against the floor and the 

stirring straw bouncing between her fingers. The low rumble of glass on wood was the only 

sound in the house. She lifted it, taking a pull of bourbon. The bottle sat open on the end of the 

coffee table closest to Jason. The light from the muted television played against its surface and lit 

the liquid inside. The bottle and its contents swallowed that light, a shining beacon in an 

otherwise dark house. It knew they were searching for answers and its glow promised them, if 

only the two dug further. 

 Jason leaned over, uncapped the bottle, and filled his shot glass. He threw it back, and 

with one leg still throw over the arm of the chair, went for another. He curled back up in the 

chair, clinking his teeth against the glass rim. On the screen a group of people fell over 

themselves in laughter. One threw his head back while another doubled over. Another two threw 

their hands up, reaching over their crouched companion to slap their palms together. The last 

reeled in a still cheering friend with an arm thrown over their shoulder. 

 “Do you remember when we were friends?” She asked. 

 He pulled the cup away from his mouth and propped it against his collar bone. The chill 

radiating from the point of contact made goose bumps flower across his skin. 

 “Yeah,” he sighed. 
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They’d meet in college. The collision of their friend groups bringing them together. They 

got along well. For them, it was so easy being friends. They would meet up semi-regularly over 

lunch to complain about their courses, unreasonable professors, and their other friends, or about 

their part time jobs, too demanding bosses, and unhelpful coworkers. If she was up at 4 in the 

morning and wanted someone to pester, to keep her company or to provide a distraction from 

whatever mounting stress she was trying to wrangle, he was the one she would call. If he was out 

at 2 in the morning jittering with restless energy, he’d call her up and they’d go out to eat. They 

were good together. It was effortless. The transition from acquaintances to the best of friends 

was so inconspicuous that it hadn’t hit him until he was blinking awake beside her halfway 

through a movie marathon.  

He was never good at keeping in touch with others. He’d forget birthdays and be so 

absorbed in his daily mundanities that he could go months before realizing he hasn’t checked in 

with this person or the other. He wasn’t good at keeping contact, but he stayed in touch with her. 

Even after they graduated moved up and on and didn’t see each other as often they still worked 

well together. Somehow it was just easy. Perhaps because there were no expectations there. 

They’d call each other when they felt like it, their interactions as easy as turning to the page you 

left off on and continuing the story. 

“We were pretty good friends,” he said. 

Jason remembered how good they were together and sometimes it made him mad. He 

supposed it was a kind of grief. Having such a good friend, such an integral part of his life, gone 

despite still being there. He was stuck in some kind of emotional limbo, so confused by the loss 

and so hurt that he never made it past anger. Nia wasn’t gone but his best friend was. The easy 

comradery that had come so naturally had long died. He watched the lights glint off the glass of 
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the half full tumbler as Nia lifted it for another pull. He remembered the good times though. He 

was sure she did too. 

“Sometimes, we still are,” he said. 

 In a way, now was one of those times. A hollow recreation of the stressful days when 

they had kept each other company, a movie or television program providing more white noise 

than entertainment. But they’ve had their moments. Times when they stopped sniping at each 

other long enough to fall back into old, familiar habits. The easy comradery that had blanketed 

the first half of their relationship. They’d be watching a movie with Teddy or at a museum and 

one of them would make a quip. They’d laugh and rib each other or riff off what the other had 

said. Then suddenly they were back in college, two stressed students taking comfort in the 

other’s company, content with having such a dependable friend. Small moments when they 

forgot who they were and were left being the people they used to be. They were good. They were 

comfortable. Reminiscent of a time before marriage got between them. A time when they were 

best friends. 

“Not often,” she said. 

And that was the problem, wasn’t it? The reason why they were sat here in the dark. 

Memories of when times were good threw all the times that weren’t in stark relief. It was a 

temporary balm that made the bad so much worse. They remembered how they were, but the 

connection just wasn’t there. They had such a clear reference and no way to reach it. No way to 

recreate that spark, at least not in a way that lasted. It was frustrating. Disappointing. All those 

failed expectations would leave them blaming each other for not being the person they 
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remembered. Those moments of friendship seemed to help as much as they hurt. Maybe they did 

more damage than that. She must have thought the same.  

“Not often,” he echoed. He reached forward for another round of shots. 

It seemed here in the dark, bridged by alcohol, they were more in synch than they’d been 

in ages. Comfortable, casual, for all that their misery. Funny that.   

He knew how they got to this point but somehow that didn’t make clear how they had 

come apart. They had been close, and it worked for them, but it seemed as though everyone had 

some opinion or another about their relationship.  

They hadn’t been dating, but as far as everyone else was concerned, they had been for 

ages. Whenever they had spoken otherwise, they had been asked why not. Friends and family 

lamented their lack of relationship, some kindly other snidely. They had heard about it over and 

over for years. Commentary picked up after they moved in together. Everyone read so much into 

it. It wasn’t a big ordeal to either of them but for a while no one else could let it go. It got to him 

eventually. Wore him down and left him questioning himself, his perceptions, his decisions. It 

got to Nia too. He couldn’t tell how deep the reoccurring ideas sunk into her, but she changed 

too. Made decisions he didn’t think she’d make otherwise. Just like he did. That’s probably what 

changed things for them. 

It was a slow but unyielding assault. The barrage of questions, assumptions, and remarks 

thrown at them by well-intentioned loved ones left fissures between them. The cracks left behind 

were mended by their ideas on how things should be. So they started dating, kicking off the 

relationship that everyone seemed to expect from them. It appeased the tribunal until it didn’t. 
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When were they going to take the next step? When were they going to be official? When were 

they going to get married? An assault from a slightly different angle.  

Their relationship cracked some more and in poured new ideas. New but familiar all the 

same. They had practically been married for years, so of course they should get married. It is 

what couple do after all. If marriage meant keeping up what was already there, then there was no 

harm in doing so, right? It’s what couples do. It’s what they were supposed to do. So, they did. 

They had to. 

Touch up after touch up the thing between them was molded and changed. The end 

product was something that looked like the original but was hollowed out and crooked. Much 

less than what it had been. Whenever steam hissed out from some still broken part of them 

everyone else seemed so bewildered. They had gotten along so well. How could anything have 

changed? He hadn’t thought anything would. It was never supposed to. But here they were.  

“They wanted to help us,” he said, looking to her. 

The television light glinted off the shine in her eyes. Here in the dark with half a bottle of 

liquor between them, they were closer than they had been in ages. Riding a wavelength of 

understanding and easy comradery that he missed so dearly. 

“They did,” she echoed, “but we didn’t need help.” 

“No,” he said. “No, we didn’t.” 

Before they bent and broke under pressure, even while they were straining against the 

weight, they had their own ideas and aspirations. They cared about one another, but they were 

perfectly fine doing so from a distance. Each was content to cheer the other on while focusing on 
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their own goals and problems. Maybe other couples were able to do much the same after 

marriage. They couldn’t. They carried on as they always had and along the way they started 

moving in different directions. Tethered together as they were, they could not move far. To really 

gain ground the other one would have to give some in some way. Neither budged. All they had to 

show for their straining was rope burn and scorn. They would still come together sometimes, 

when the rope wasn’t wound quite so tight and it was almost like how it was before. When 

Teddy came things stayed much the same. In some ways it got better. They had a third party to 

focus on. A common goal to work for, one that kept them too busy to butt heads. A source of 

pride and joy to bond over. In some ways it got worse. With a child they were now more rooted 

in place than ever. Loving him didn’t erase the ambitions and desires that their union made them 

put off. They remained as throbbing bruises that they continued to nurse. Perpetual sources of 

discontent. Trying to keep the churning tension between them from drenching their son was 

another challenge to worry about. A challenge they seemed to fail. 

A paper flower sat on the other end of table, a bright patch amid the gloom. A lotus, he 

thought. Or maybe a water lily. The light cast across the gloss of the table’s surface made the 

bloom seem like it was floating rather than perched on a solid surface. It was pink but it seemed 

to absorb the colors shining from the television screen. The hues rippled through the petals, 

staining them with new accents from one second to the next. The play of lights and colors made 

it dynamic. The flower, if he stared at it, looked as though it was twirling gently. He wasn’t 

certain of a lot of things, but her was sure Teddy loved paper crafts. He was glad they could 

encourage something Teddy enjoyed.  

 For all their drama, Jason knew both he and Nia loved Teddy. They had really tried not to 

weigh him down. He was a quiet child, but some children were. It was easy enough to chalk his 
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silence up to a personal preference. Now he wondered how much of that silence was their fault. 

He wondered if the guilt would be a catalyst for change or if it’d be another source of resentment 

between them. Another fissure dividing them. Maybe that’s what it has to be. Maybe that’s all it 

can be because resentment had simply become integral to their dynamic. He hoped not. Jason 

was tired of being angry. Tired of being sad. Tired of being lost in a fog of memories, reflecting 

on a time out of reach. By the boneless slump of her shoulders, he thinks Nia is too. 

“I miss you,” she said, voice still strong and steady, though quiet in the gloom. “I miss 

us.” 

She missed how they were. She missed who they used to be. She missed having her best 

friend. His breath shuddered a little as he blinked his moist eyes. Jason understood. Maybe there 

was something wrong with them on an individual level that made it impossible to be a couple. A 

strong friendship was a great foundation for a successful relationship, and yet, here they were. 

They had gotten along so well. He didn’t think it’d change but it did. Changed in a way worse 

than drifting apart because they were still here, still together, but so, so different.  

“I don’t know how to be us anymore.” 

“We remember sometimes,” she tried. 

Those mediated moments, refereed by Teddy’s presence or fond, familiar circumstances, 

never lasted. Someway, somehow, they’d clash again digging up the same grave of buried 

grievances.  

“But, yeah,” she continued. “I don’t know either.” 
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